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Abstract--:fhis paper considers a toll for assessing yoltage-
related instability problems due to slow load variatiotrs, based
on power flow formulation. Most conventiotral power flow tools
break down wh€n used to analyze voltage stability problems.
This paper deals with a class of methods for solvidg nonlinear
equations known as path-following (or continuatiotr) methods,
i.€. with a continuation power llow as a robust power llow meth-
od capable of dealing with sometimes difficult mathematical
problems encountered during the analysis of voltage problems
io power systems. In particular, the paper presetrts a simplilied
continuation power flow with the next four basic elements: lirst
order polyromial predictor (secant predictor), physical parame-
terizatior (bus, area or total system load as a continuatiotr
parameter), an ordinary Newton-Raphson solv€r based on the
constant imp€dance load model and well-conditioned Jacobian
matrix in thrt case throughout solution process, atrd appropriate
step length control. It is well known that coustant power load
mod€l is the most conservative in voltage stability analyses, add
four slightly different algorithms which are combination of the
constaDt power atrd cotrstatrt impedatrce load models duritrg a
continuatiotr process, are investigated and presetrted in tbe pa-
p€r. In addition, the application of the proposed continuation
power flow to compute the saddle node bifurcatiotr poitrts and
s€curity margins in the load parameter space of an electric
power system, with appropriate eigenvalue and eigenvector calc-
ulations, is also preserted ir the paper. All exampl€s, included in
the report are based otr the CIGRE 31-bus Test System which
originates from the CIGRE Task Force that itrvestigated voltage
collapse indices, and real-life Bostriatr Electric Power System
(configuration in 1996.).
I. INTRODUCTION
Many of the different tools for assessing voltage-related
instability problems due to slow load variations are based on
power flow formulation. Mathematically, the power flow
pfoblems consist of the solution of a large sparse set of non-
linear algebraic equations. In general, non-linearity gives rise
to complex and unexpected behaviour in power systems,
Existence of solutions, convergence of a solver, multiple
solutions, bifurcations, linearity, curvature, approximations
and reduction methods are some of the issues that are
generally associated with power flow problem solving [1]. A
pafticular difficulty being encountered in such researches is
that the Jacobian of NeMon-Raphson power flow becomes
singular at the steady state voltage stability limit. As a
consequence, attempts at power flow solutions near the
critical point are prone to divergence and enors. For this
reason, double precision and anti-divergence algorithms [2]
have been used in an attempt to overcome the numerical
instability. A class ofmethods which overcome the singularity
in the Jacobian of the power flow are knol,n as path-
following or continuation methods. Continuation methods are
extremely robust and powerful, and are suitable not only for
solving 'difficult' problems, but can also answer a number
non-standard questions about power systems. They are
particularly well suited to study severe voltage problems.
Power flow formulation which is based on continuation
methods was named the Continuation Power Flow. The
purpose ofthe continuation power flow is to find a continuum
of power flow solutions for a given load and/or generation
vadations [3]. That has the abilify to find a set of solutions
from a base case up to, and after the critical point in a single
program run. Continuation power flow can be used in a
variety ofapplications [4] such as:
- 
to analyze voltage problems due to load and/or generation
varlahons,
- 
to evaluate maximum interchange capability and maximum
transmission capability,
- 
to simulate power system static behaviour due to load
and/or generation variations with/without control devices,
- 
to conduct co-ordination studies of control devices for
steady state secudty assessment,
to deleminate voltage securig margins.
Assessing the load margins before instability, in the paper, is
developed in the parameter space, i.e. the space of load
demands, rather than in the state space. Detemination of
margins in the parameter space is still a new concept. Ar
iterative procedure for calculating power margins to the
saddle node biflrcation was proposed in [6], and proposed
continuation power flow application in the procedure was
presented in the paper.
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II. CONTINUATION POWER FLOWS
A continuation power flow employs a continuation method to
find the solution path of a set of power flow equations.
Effective continuation method, and consequently continuation
power llow formulation, solves the problem via four basic
elements F ]:
Predictor. Its purpose is to find an approximation for the
next solution. ODE (ordinary differential equation) or
polynomial extrapolation. Usually first-order ODE or
tangent predictor and first-order polynomial or secant
predlctor.
Parameterization. Mathematical way of identi$ing each
solution on the solution curve, Three basic tlpes:
parametedzation by adding an equation, arclength and
local parameterization. Each parameterization augments
the system of nonlinear equations and make them regular
at the cdtical point.
- 
Conector. Usually, application of NeMon method to the
augmented system of equations. Structure of augmented
Jacobian depends on the chosen parameterization.
- 
Step length control. Can be done by optimal fixed step
length, which depends on investigated problem ,or by
adaptive step length control.
Pov,,er flow equations have to be refomulated to include a
continuation (varying) parameter. It is desirable that this para-
meter has physical meaning. In the case of power flow prob-
len, the parameter ofintelest depends on the study ofinterest.
Typical natural parameters ofinterest include the following:
- 
the total system demand,
lhe demand at a given bus or within a given area.
- 
the amount of power transfer between two areas or
between two buses.
- 
some other parameter such as the impedance ofa line, etc.
The results of these studies is often a set of curyes
illustrating the behaviour ofone or more system variables as a
function of parameter. Considering of the demand at a single
bus as a varying parameter is not realistic, but can be used to
detect weak buses and to express system robushress. Using of
the total system demand at several buses is more realistic
(load increase can be based on the existing load profile or a
load forecast). Let, an electdc power system be modelled by
the power flow equations,
f (x,1)=0 (1)
where x is the vector of state variables (voltages and angles at
load buses. angles at generator buses) and I is a vector of
parameters. In the continuation power flows the objective is
to study how solutions ofequations (1) vary as parameters are
changed. If one parameter is varied, then a curve results, if
two parameters are allowed to change, then a surface is
obtained, variation of more parameters results in a higher
dimensional hypersurface. To have an applicable continuation
power flow one has to take care about three, among many,
very important things: physical meaning of parameter ,t (usu-
ally total system load demand), load modelling and generation
rescheduling. Load modelling includes the constant power
and nonlinear load models. Nonlinear load model which
includes a voltage dependency, generally has the fom,
where, Pa and Q6 are initial active and reactive power
consumed by the load, a and B are voltage dependency
coefficients and ,/, initial voltage at the bus. ln order to use
this load model in a continuation power flow, the load
parameter and load increase multipliers must be somehow
added so that various load changes can be simulated. This can
be done as follows,







where Pr,, utd Q1,6 arc original loads at bus i, active and
reactive respectively, ,t1, multipliers to designate the rate of
load change at bus i. Parameter ,l in this formulation
corresponds to the quantity of connected load (l is the
corurection, not the load parameter). The load change can be
expressed as,
/ Pb1,!=2rPL,-Pbhto (5)
wherc Pbht is the total active power load at any given instant
and Pb,.to is the total active power load in the base case. If
each generator is made to take up a fraction &6, of the load
change, generation at a given bus I is given by,
Pa,= Pcio+kc, / Paat (6)
When the newly formulated load and generation terms are
inserted in the general form of power flow equations the
result is,
A P,- Pc,a+kc,(ZPL, Paan)-Pti-Pn (j)
t=l
A Qt = Qato- Qtt- Ql (8)
The set of equations that describe the entire system are
made up of a combination of these two general equations. A
locally parameterized continuation power flow has been
proposed in [5] and only constant power load model was
considered. The method is based on the tangent predictor. In
[3] the method has been extended to include nonlinear load
models, where load models have included voltage dependent
terms. A continuation power flow, named as CPFLOW, has
been proposed in [a]. The distinctive featue of the method is
combination ofthe tangent and secant predictor and so-called
pseudo arclength parameterization.
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III. TFIE PROPOSED CONTINUATION POWER FLOW
The main idea is to simpliS matters at the expense of some,
but acceptable accuracy. This simplification aims at using an
ordinary Newton solver tbroughout the solution process (the
use of a NeMon solver is essential for the 'lower' portion of
the PV curve, as the assumptions generally made for fast
decoupled solutions no longer hold), and at keeping the ,t as
the continuation parameter from the beginning to the end of
solution process. In the case of.l as the varying parameter, co-
incide singularity ofthe augment€d and non-augmented (con-
ventional) power flow Jacobian. To avoid the problems with
Jacobian singularity, in the vicinity of the 'nose' of PV cur-
ve. it is necessary to ensure well-conditioning ofthe conven-
tional power flow Jacobian. It is well known that in case of
constant impedance load models, conventional power flow
Jacobian is well-conditioned, even in the vicinity of the PV
cuNe 'nose', so using of the constant impedance load model
in the corector of the continuation power flow is the hrst
simplification that is included in the proposed algorithm.
Power loads, at all buses which participate in load increase,
ale modelled as follows,
and thereby cause voltage dependent loads to act as voltage
independent in static conditions). Ofcourse, some 'hysteresis'
and errors caffiot be avoided. Let (9,10) be rewritten as,
(i'',)'.' 
- 1 t + t ; L., ) t",,(t,i-' )' (11)
(12)
where 1Fr, /.t, (Ar,f.',ti'', and,i,,1ase predicted values of
the active and reactive loads, voltage and parameter,l at the i-
th bus in j+1 continuation step. The additional conection is
made over the term Pr,, as
(Q,,)"' = ( i,,i)' -' to",y,
^ PJ,.
\v, I
The same exponents in (9,10) preserve constant power factor
thloughout the continuation process. Fig. l. illustrates the
continuation power flow for the case of constant impedance
load model, The constant power load model, in comparison
with voltage dependent load model, is more conservative in
voltage stabiliq/ analysis [3], so an additional conection must
be somehow added in the continuation process to allow
simulation of constant power increase in the simplifred
algodthm (also, most ofthe control devices in a power system
are trying to restore the voltages to the pre-distubance level
Fig. l.The illusffation ofthe proposed
continuation power flow
(13)
where Pllis.the corector value from the j-th continuation
step and I?'' is predicted value for bus voltage in (/+1)-th
continuation step. The main characteristics of the proposed
continuation power flow can be summarized as:
- 
The secant predictor, bacause of its robustness and
efficiency,
- 
Physical parameterization, i.e. parameterization by adding
an equation (,l=,tH1),
- 
The corrector is ordinary NeMon-Raphson solver
with/without the additional corection (13) and
withconstant impedance load model,
- 
Appropriate step length control (optimal fixed or adaptive).





physical parameterization (,1 as the varying paxameter),
- 
Newton-Raphson corrector with constant impedance load
model at each bus which participate in a load increase, and
without the additional correction (13).
- 





physical parameterizati.on (1as the varying parameter),
- 
NeMon-Raphson corrector with constant impedance load
model at each bus which participate in a load increase with
the corector (13) on the'upper' portion ofPV cuve,
- 





physical parameterization (,1 as a varying parameter),
- 
NeMon-Raphson corector with the constant power load
model up to 'instant' where number of iterations exceeds
the predetermined value (usually 10 iterations), switch to
( v,\'







the constant impedance load model at all buses which
participate in a load increase, further load increase is
observed without the corection (13), and on the end
switch again to the constant power load model on the
'lower' porlion ofPV curve,
- 




physical parameterization (), as the varying parameter),
- 
NeMon-Raphson corector with the constant power load
model up to 'instant' where number of iterations exceeds
the predetemined vaiue, switch to the constant impedance
load model at all buses which pafiicipate in a load
increase, fur1her load increase is observed with the
conection (13), ard on the end switch again to the constant
power load model on the 'lower' portion of PV curve,
appropriate step length control.
Selection of algodthm depends on the application area. The
Algodthm I is quite applicable in the case of load increase at
a single bus, so can be used to detect weak buses and to
express system robustness. In this algodthm ,t is the
cormection parameter. The Algorithms II, III and IV are
generally applicable in any case of load increase scenario, but
slight differences in the algorithms result in slight differences
in the results. Parameter i, in these algorithms is the load
pammeter. Steady state voltage stability is closely related to
fbld ol saddle node type ofbifi.rcation [3], and calculation of
the exact bifurcation point or the points which are very close
to that point gives the useful information in analysis of
voltage instability related problems [6]. How one can
lecognize, from the data obtained from a continuation power
flow, whether a bifurcation is close? The required information
is provided by a test function [1], which has to be evaluated
dudng the continuation process. A bifurcation is indicated by
a zero of the test finction, that is
flow, the inverse and simultaneous iterations algodthms are
combined to compute the dominant real eigenvalue and the
left eigenvector relative to that eigenvalue f7l.
IV. APPLICATION TO THE TEST CASES
In order to demonstrate the proposed continuation power
flow, different tests were performed on the CIGRE-3I bus
test system and power system of Bosnian Electdc Power
Utility. CIGRE test syst€m originates liom the CIGRE Task
Force that investigated voltage collapse indices. Fig. 2.
presents oneline diagram of the CIGRE test system and Fig.
3. of the Bosnian Power System. All tests are based on
simultaneous load increase at several system buses (N201,
N202, N203, N204, N205, N206 and N207 for CIGRE test
system and Centar, Djurdjevik, IIAK, Lukavac, Dubrave,
Banovici and Kladanj for the Bosnian Power System) and
with assumption that all generators serue the load increase by
equal participation factors of each generator. Fig. 4., 5. and 6.
present the results of algorithm II application (hxed step size
equal to 0.02) on the CIGRE test system. Fig. 4. presents
voltages (in pu) at buses N203, N204, and N207 as a function
of the total load increase, Fig. 5. load demands at the same
buses as a function of the total load increase (the 'hysteresis'
is particularly stressed at the bus N207 which is critical one
for the simulated pattem of load increase (all buses
participate in the load increase with equal participation
coefficients.
Fig. 6. presents the inlluence of the chosen step size to the
continuation process. With bigger step size number of steps is
decerased, number of conectol itemtions is increased and.
because of more shessed load power voltage dependency,
maximum power load is increased (in this case by 0.246 pu).
This fact points out that one should be careful in the fixed
(14)
It is usually unlikely to hit the exact bifurcation point, so
bifurcation point passing is checked, by the criterion
r(x,,).)=0





A natuml choice for r is the maximum of all real parts of the
eigenvalues ofthe power flow Jacobian,
(16)
In the proposed algorithms the test function is (16) which
conesponds to Jacobian matrix in different continuation
steps, calculated (in 'background') with all voltage depen-
dency exponents equal to zeto. Also, the proposed test fi.rncti-
on provides the oiterion for switching from the constant imp-
edance to constant power load model on the 'lower' portion
of PV curve, in the algorithms III and IV. The criterion is a
few (usually from 3 to 5) iterations after th€ test fimction (16)
has passed the zero value. In the proposed continuation power










Fig. 4. Bus voltages as a function of Pi,,o/
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Fig. 7. Bus voltages as a function ofP,,,,/












Fig. 5. Bus load demands as a function of Pro,a/
step size choosing, in this algorithm. Fig. 7. and 8. illustate
application ofthe algorithm IV on the same system in the case
when upper reactive generation limits are imposed to system
generatom (699 MVAI at buses M1 and M2, 799 MVAr at
Prot (pU)
Fig. 8. Bus load demand as a function of P,,,a
(generator reactive power limitation)
buses M3 and M4, 899 IvfVAr at buses M5 and M6). Each




















reactive generation of one genemtor (in this case generators at
buses M1, M2 and M6 reach its limit). Algodthm IV,
generally, has l€ss stessed voltage dependency, in addititon
in the case of reactive generation limitation voltage
magnitudes are generally higher in vicinity of tuming point,
so in this case algorithm IV has excelent characteristics. The
results of the proposed continuation power flow (algorithm
IV) application in the iterative procedure to compute a closest
saddle node bifrrcation point (adopted from [6]) on the
Bosnian Power System, are given in table Table I.
TABLE 1
THE RESULTS OF ALGORITHM IV APPLICATION IN
TIIE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE FROM [6i
t Diu HAK
i85 6 0 ti7 0 1t8 0 rt7 0 3
547 5 0 041
ji7 8 0 018
0 010 0 848 0 018
The initial ray direction conesponds to the algebraically
largest eigenvalue of Jacobian matrix at base case (P,o,4=400
MW). Only th.ree iterations were enough to reach the closest
saddle node bifurcation point. The load power maxgin in the
case is 137 MW. The inspection ofn3=n. shows that Lukavac
is the bus most influental on the load power margin and that is
load which can most effectively be shed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The continuation power flow based on secant predictor and
using an ordinary Newon-Raphson solver with constant
impedance or combination of it with constant power load
model, has pr€sented in this paper. Four different atgorithms
have been investigated, and application of two of them on
CIGR test system and Bosnian Power System illustrated.
Generally, the algorithm IV has the best characterisitcs,
because load dependency is not too s essed and acceptable
results can be obtained. Depending on application area, three
other algodthms can be also applied. Application of the
algodthm IV in the iterative procedure to compute the closest
saddle node bifi.rcation point, on the Bosnian Power System,
resulted in the satisfactory results. All tests were perfomed
with fixed step size dudng the continuation process, so
furlher developments must include appropriate step size
control. The future developments, also must include
investigations of a good strategy for sharing increase in load
among generators. This inyestigations can be directed to
inclusion of predicted (extrapolated) power loses and a real
generators padicipation patem in generation rescheduling.
The proper implem€ntation ofthe proposed methodology with
i.[ther developments, mentioned above, can result in a
continuation power flow that is not substantially slower than
conventional power flows for well behaved problems.
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